QUESTION 77
A 50-year-old woman develops a dry cough and chest pain two days after a left total hip joint replacement. She has swelling of the left leg and a few basal crepitations. A chest X-ray shows bibasal collapse. Doppler ultrasonography of her legs does not demonstrate a clot.
The next most appropriate investigation is:
A. D-dimer assay.
C. pulmonary angiography.
D. computed tomographic (CT) pulmonary angiography.
E. venography.
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Recommendation is use clinical prediction rules – ie Wells criteria - she is intermediate scores 1 for leg swelling and 1 for post surgical bed immobilisation
So intermediate and high recommendation diagnostic imaging studies required
So V/Q or CT?
for specific and sensitive results from V/Q need - clear chest X-ray

so answer is :D CTPA